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Experimental and Theoretical Investigation of Heating
and Convection in Copper Polishing
L. Borucki, a,* ,z Z. Li, b and A. Philipossianb

aIntelligent Planar, Mesa, Arizona 85205, USA
bDepartment of Chemical and Environmental Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721, USA

Pad thermal data taken with an infrared video camera during chemical mechanical polishing of copper at different slurry flow rates
is analyzed using a model developed to explain pad heating during oxide polishing. After minimal recalibration to match thermal
data as a function of time and pad radius at one flow rate, the model is able to correctly predict the variation in temperature as the
flow rate is changed. Periodic thermal oscillations in the data that are not present in oxide polish data are also modeled and are
attributable toin situ conditioning. Theoretical estimates of the wafer temperature suggest that the temperature rise of the wafer
above ambient may be significantly higher than what is measured on the pad near the leading edge of the wafer.
© 2004 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1774489# All rights reserved.
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The rate of copper removal in CMP depends on both phy
and chemical processes. It may consequently be either mecha
limited or reaction-rate limited.1,2,4 Because the reaction for copp
oxide formation has an activation energy of only 0.5–0.6 eV,3,4 a
temperature increase of 10 K during a 1 minprocess is sufficient t
double the removal rate in a reaction-rate-limited process, and
tuations of only 1 K at 0.5 eV can change the polish rate
reaction-rate-limited, room-temperature process by nearly 7%.
it is important to understand factors that affect wafer temper
and wafer temperature uniformity during copper polishing.

Pad thermal measurements have been reported by many a
see, for example, Ref. 4-8. However, the wafer temperature its
much less accessible. Direct measurements of the temperature
region between the pad and optically transparent glass wafers
reported in Ref. 9 and 10 using dual-emission laser-induced flu
cence~DELIF!. In these studies, which involved convex or conc
surfaces, the temperature rise in the pad-wafer region was fou
be several degrees higher than in the bow wave. The pad-
temperature and the bow wave temperature were also found
linearly correlated so that the wafer temperature can be empir
inferred from the bow wave temperature. Because DELIF cann
applied to nontransparent substrates, there is a need for a met
estimating the wafer temperature. The need to know the wafer
perature rather than just the pad temperature in a reaction rate
is the main motivation for the current thermal model.

We have separately developed a thermal model for heat exc
between the wafer, pad, and slurry and have applied it succes
to explain pad thermal data taken during oxide polishing on R
Inc., IC-1000 and JSR Corp. pads.5 In this model, the majority of th
frictional energy heats the wafer and the rest heats the pad
slurry simultaneously acts as a coolant, taking up most of the
mal energy from the wafer and then redistributing it over and of
pad through radial convective transport. The model predicts tha
temperature rise in the wafer is higher than can be observed o
pad. Here we apply the model to copper thermal data collected
IC-1000 k-groove pad by making minimal changes in paramete
account for the differences in the slurry, wafer backing film, and
material being polished. We show that calibration at one flow ra
then sufficient to provide good predictions at other flow rates.
same calibration of the thermal model is applied in Ref. 6 in
junction with a modified Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction r
model to explain variations in copper removal rate behavior fo
same slurry as a function of pressure, velocity, and flow rate.

* Electrochemical Society Active Member.
z E-mail: lenborucki@intelligentplanar.com
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Experimental

Experiments were performed on a scaled version of a Spee
IPEC 472 polisher using Rodel’s IC-1000 k-groove pads and
mi’s PL-7102 slurry containing hydrogen peroxide as the oxid
The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1a and is describ
detail elsewhere.11 Copper disks, having a nominal diameter of
mm and a purity of 99.99%, were used for substrates. Conditio
was performedin situ using a diamond conditioner at an app
pressure of 0.5 psi, a rotational velocity of 30 rpm, and a sw
frequency of 20/min. Pad conditioning was followed by a 5 min pad
break-in while polishing a disk. Because this is a flow experim
the wafer pressure was held at 2.5 psi and the corotation rate
pad and wafer was held at 140 rpm~1.09 m/s at the wafer cente!.
The flow rates considered were 60, 80, and 140 cm3/min. An infra-
red ~IR! video camera with 0.1°C resolution was used to record
temperatures at 0.2 s intervals at ten fixed locations near th
leading edge~shown in Fig. 1b!. Pad sample locations 6–10
outside of the bow wave and therefore provide a more acc
estimate of the pad temperature because the fluid is thinner an
affected by ripples.7 Polar coordinates of these points relative to
axis from the pad center to the wafer center were determine
geometric analysis of IR photographs. Real-time coefficient of
tion ~COF! data were taken simultaneously with the infrared the
measurements using load cells as described in Ref. 11. Re
rates were calculated by determining the weight of the copper
prior to and after polishing using a precise balance with a reada
of 0.01 mg.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the temperature history measur
sample locations 6~nearest the pad center! and 10~nearest the pe
rimeter! at 80, 140, and 60 cm3/min, respectively. Temperatures
locations 7-9 fall between these curves and are not shown for c
It can be seen that after an initial transient increase requiring;20 s,
temperatures continue to rise nearly linearly. The duration o
initial transient depends on the pad type and thickness and the
mal masses of objects in contact with the pad; it is well within
range of times observed elsewhere.4,5,7,8 There is also a 0.33 H
oscillation in the temperature that has the maximum amplitud
sample location 6. The frequency of the oscillation is the same a
half-sweep frequency of the conditioner, suggesting that this
thermal signature related to the conditioning process. Also sho
each figure is the measured COF. Because the sampling freque
the COF measurement is high, each point plotted is the me
1000 measurements. The COF for the 80 cm3/min run has a low
frequency oscillation and a general upward trend that is cons
with the gradual increase in pad temperature. While the up
trend is visibly correlated with the thermal data, the low-freque
oscillation is not and we do not find it to be present in any o
experimental runs. In this and other Cu COF data sets, only a p
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wise linear regression fit to the COF data was consequently us
further analysis.

Thermal Model and Modification for Copper

Thermal model summary.—Thermal analysis of our experime
tal data was performed with a model described in Ref. 5, in w
the emphasis was on heating of the pad during oxide polis
We provide a synopsis of the model and its assumptions her
then focus on the features that are important for copper the
modeling.

The CMP tool thermal model is just the heat equation, whic
fixed spatial coordinates is

rCpS ]T

]t
1 V • ¹TD 5 ¹ • ~k¹T! 1 Q @1#

Figure 1. ~a! Image of scaled polisher showing the diamond disk co
tioner, drill press, and friction table.~b! Locations of leading edge samp
points at which thermal data were measured.
r

d
l

In Eq. 1,r, Cp , andk are the local material density, heat capa
and thermal conductivity, which are different for each compone
the system. The termQ on the right side of Eq. 1 represents a sou
of frictionally and chemically generated heat that is nonzero on
a thin layer between the pad and wafer. As discussed in Ref.
exothermic chemical contribution toQ is small relative to the fric
tional contribution in copper polishing under typical commer
conditions. The vectorV in Eq. 1 is the local velocity of the rotatin
pad, the rotating wafer and carrier, or the slurry. At a fixed poin
space, theV • ¹T term on the left side accounts for advective~hori-
zontal! heat-transfer due purely to rotation or flow.

Equation 1 presents two significant computational difficultie
must be solved in three dimensions~3D!, and the advective ter
V • ¹T must be discretized carefully so that any artificial diffus
introduced by the numerical method itself does not dominate
physical thermal diffusion. This is particularly critical for the p
which has both the highest velocity and the lowest thermal diffu
ity of the tool components. As described in more detail in Eq. 1
use two main ideas to simplify the thermal problem. These
provide more insight than a purely numerical solution. First, we
a tribological approximation,12 described in further detail later,
partition the heatQ between the wafer and pad, with a fractiong1
going to the pad. This allows the wafer, carrier film, and ca
assembly to be treated as a separate but smaller 3D unit using
In this unit, the thermal diffusivities of the wafer and carrier
large enough that the advective problem~Eq. 1! can be solved d
rectly with accuracy. The second main idea is that for the pad
switch from spatial to material coordinates and calculate the the
histories at points that are fixed to the rotating pad surface. A r
rotating array of fixed point on the pad is chosen for this, as sh
in Fig. 5. The switch to the material view automatically capt
rotational advection without introducing numerical diffusion.
each pad point in the array, we then solve only a one-dimens
~1D! heat equation in the vertical dimensionz

rCp

]Tp

]t
5 k

]2Tp

]z2
@2#

where in Eq. 2,Tp refers to the pad temperature and the mat
parameters are for the pad. This decoupling of nearby ma
points on the pad is a good approximation if the radial spacing o
points is larger than the thermal diffusion length,ADtp, wheretp is
the total process time andD 5 k/(rCp) is the thermal diffusivity
The thermal diffusion length at 60 s is;2 mm for the IC-1000 pad
In Eq. 2, the temperature at the platen interface is held at the p
temperature, while on the slurry side of the pad the 1D heat e
tions for the radial array of material points are coupled by a sim

Figure 2. Pad temperatures at sample points 6 and 10 and the me
COF at 2.5 psi/140 rpm, 80 cm3/min.
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fied model for slurry flow and heat convection. The boundary
dition at the slurry interface is discussed later. The slurry the
model, which is obtained by expressing Eq. 1 in cylindrical coo
nates and averaging over the thickness of the fluid, is

rCpS ]Ts

]t
1 ~1 2 x~r , t !!

Vslurry~r !

hs

]~hsTs!

]r D
5

k

rhs

]

]r S r
]~hsTs!

]r D 1
Qs

hs
@3#

where the material parameters are now for the slurry anTs

5 Ts(r , t) is the local slurry temperature. The functionhs is the
local fluid thickness, taken to be a constanths

0 in the high or ‘‘land’’
areas of the pad and to be the groove depth otherwise for co
trically grooved pads. In Eq. 3,Vslurry is the local radial flow spee
which is grossly approximated using only mass conservation

Vslurry~r ! 5
f s

2phs
0r

@4#

where f s is the volumetric slurry flow rate. For a material poin
radiusr, the functionx(r , t) in Eq. 3 is one when the point is und
the wafer and zero otherwise; the factor 12 x(r , t) thus turns of
convection, entraining the fluid at radiusr to the pad rotation whe
the fluid is under the wafer. The convective term on the left sid
Eq. 3 is necessary to describe the variation of the pad surface
perature with radius, as shown in Ref. 5. Finally, the source
functionQs uses laminar flow correlations5,13 and expressions sim
lar to the second term on the right side of Eq. 5 to model
exchange of heat between the slurry and the pad, wafer, an
rounding air.

Model features important for copper.—In the model in Ref. 5
pad material points receive a fraction of the frictional heat gene
at the pad/wafer interface and exchange heat with the slurry th
the boundary condition

k
]Tp

]z
5 x~r , t !g1mk~ t !pVs 2 hps~Tp 2 Ts! @5#

wherek is the pad thermal conductivity,mk is the regression fit t
the COF data,p is the applied pressure,Vs is the pad-wafer relativ
sliding speed,g1 the fraction of the total frictional energy that
partitioned to the pad, andx(r , t) switches the heating term on a

Figure 3. Measured~light solid curves! and simulated~dark solid curves!
pad temperatures at pad locations 6 and 10 at 140 cm3/min flow rate.
-

-

-

off at the material point at radiusr as described previously. T
coefficienthps is a convective~vertical! heat-transfer coefficient f
exchange between the pad and slurry.

An important factor that distinguishes oxide from copper isg1 .
The heat partition fraction depends on the thermal conductiv
shape, and relative sliding velocity of the contacting surfaces.
planar surface sliding under a stationary disk, the fraction of he
the planar surface is approximately12

g1 5 1 2
kw

kw 1 0.627kAVsr w

D

@6#

In Eq. 6, r w is the wafer radius,k is the pad thermal conductivit
andD is the pad thermal diffusivity. In Ref. 5,kw is taken to be th
thermal conductivity of silicon, 124 W/m K. We then find that 2
of the frictional energy enters the pad, in agreement with an op
zation of g1 that is independent of Eq. 6. Because the polis
surface is now different, we therefore again need to optimize
parameter, and the result is equivalent to a choice ofkw .

The second important factor that appears to distinguish o
from copper is the pad-slurry heat exchange coefficienthps in the
second term on the right side of Eq. 5. This coefficient is mod
with an empirical correlation13 of the form

Figure 4. Measured~light solid curves! and simulated~dark solid curves!
pad temperatures at pad locations 6 and 10 at 60 cm3/min flow rate.

Figure 5. Schematic of the numerical approach in Ref. 5 for simula
heat-transfer in a rotary CMP tool.
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hps 5 hps
1 AVslurry @7#

wherehps
1 is the exchange coefficient at unit flow velocity. The

rameterhps
1 may be affected by the slurry chemistry and by the s

solid fraction, and selection of material used for the slurry abra
particles. Because an identical term with the opposite sign ap
in Qs in Eq. 3, hps influences the radial variation of the pad te
perature distribution. In order to match the observed radial dist
tion in the baseline case at 80 cm3/min during copper polishing, w
find it necessary to recalibratehps

1 . At any other flow ratef s, we
then simply combine Eq. 7 and 4 to deduce thathps rescales as th
ratio of the square root of the flow rates,Af s/80.

The final recalibration concerns the wafer backing film.
backing film is composed of a soft open-cell foam bonded to a
neoprene backing with an adhesive layer that is used to hold th
on the carrier. During use, the open cell foam absorbs slurry. T
its thermal properties are not straightforward to estimate from
vidual material properties. For copper, we simply adjust the the

Figure 6. Measured~light solid curves! and simulated~dark solid curves!
pad temperatures at pad locations 6 and 10 at 80 cm3/min flow rate. Also
shown is the measured COF and the linear regression to the COF th
used in the simulations.

Figure 7. Simulated~solid curves! and measured~points with error bars!
pad and slurry temperatures at 80 and 140 cm3/min slurry flow rates along
radial line running approximately through sample points 6-10. Also sh
are the slurry temperature distributions and a curve that suggests the r
influences of the COF and the pad-slurry heat-transfer coefficient.
s

,

conductivity of the film until the calculated temperature on the
surface of the carrier matches estimates from IR images.

Conditioning model.—In order to confirm whether the con
tioner is responsible for the observed 0.33 Hz oscillations, anin situ
thermal model was created for the conditioner. By analogy with
wafer and carrier assembly in Ref. 5, the conditioner is treated
rotating circular steel disk. The nominal contact pressure at the
surface is adjusted to reflect the actual contact area. Friction
ergy is again partitioned between the conditioner and pad, and
is exchanged with the slurry model each time that the latter p
under the conditioner. The conditioner nearly touches the pad c
and perimeter at the extremes of the sweep. The sweep velo
sinusoidal because of the mechanics of the sweep mechanis
has a half-period of 3.2 s.

Comparison of Theory and Experiments

Simultaneous recalibration of the two slurry model param
g1 and hps

1 described was performed with a downhill simp
algorithm14 using the 80 cm3/min flow rate data from sample po
locations 6-10 as the calibration case. Except for the wafer ba
film thermal conductivity, all other parameters in the thermal m
reported in Ref. 5 were held constant. The optimizedg1 was 0.18
indicating that less energy is entering the pad and more is partit
to the wafer than in oxide polish. The effective wafer thermal
ductivity in Eq. 6 is thenkw 5 217 W/m K, which lies betwee
silicon ~124 W/m K! and pure copper~385 W/m K!. The interme
diate value ofkw may be conjectured to be related to the forma
of a low-thermal-conductivity oxide on the copper surface du
polishing. The heat-transfer coefficient was simultaneously red
by the optimization algorithm fromhps 5 19.8 W/m2 °C, as used i
Ref. 5 for oxide polishing, to 11.7 W/m2 °C. This reduction is re
lated to the fact that the spread of the thermal profiles in the p
ous oxide experiment is tighter than the spread of the copper th
profiles. More fundamental physical reasons for the reduction ohps
were not investigated. The thermal conductivity of the wafer b
ing film was separately adjusted prior to the simplex optimizatio
bring the predicted temperature of the top surface of the carrie
agreement with temperatures estimated from thermal images;
changed from 0.048 W/m K for the oxide carrier to 0.035 W/m
Because of the high thermal resistance of the backing film,
loss through the film is minor. Subsequent optimization ofg1 and
hps

1 , therefore, had little effect on the calculated carrier sur
temperature.

Figure 6 compares simulated with measured pad temperatu

s

e

Figure 8. Comparison of overall mean~ ! calculated and~s! measure
pad temperature increase at sample points 6-10vs.flow rate.~ ! The
calculated mean wafer temperature increase.
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sample point locations 6 and 10 in the calibration case. The fi
also shows the measured COF and the linear regression tha
used in the simulation. The general rise in temperature and the
perature spread between the innermost and outermost sample
are accurately captured by the model. For oxide polish, pad tem
tures had been observed to reach equilibrium within 15 to 20 s5 By
contrast, pad temperatures do not reach equilibrium within this
in the copper polishing data. The continued increase in tempe
after 20 s appears to be correlated with a general upward tre
COF, as indicated by the regression line. We also see from F
that the conditioning model produces oscillations in the pad
perature that agree approximately in frequency and magnitude
the measurements at the outer point location 10. At inner poin
cation 6, however, the simulated amplitude is much smaller tha
measured amplitude. It is likely the measurements at this poin
influenced by ripples in the slurry7 and by direct slurry ‘‘dragging
as the conditioner passes in and out of the flow at the center
pad.

Following calibration, the model was run with 140 and 60 c3/
min flow rates without any further changes to test the predi
capability of the model. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and 4
see that the model correctly estimates the temperature rise as a
tion of time and predicts the radial spread, but again, does no
ture the magnitude of the 0.33 Hz excursions that occur at loc
6. The rapidity and magnitude of the downward temperature s
again suggest that direct slurry transfer occurs when the condi
interacts with the fluid near the slurry stream at the center of the

Figure 7 shows simulated slurry temperature profiles at 80
140 cm3/min along a radial line running approximately throu
sample point locations 6-10 after nearly 50 s of polishing. Bec
the trend in the data is nearly linear between 30 and 70 s, a
squares regression line was fit as a function of time at each s
location and used to calculate temperature estimates and 1s error
bars. As seen in Fig. 7, the radial variation in temperature a
sample locations is adequately described at both flow rates.
shown in this figure is an analysis using the model of the rel
influence of COF and flow rate. In the analysis, the 140 cm3/min
simulation was rerun using the measured 80 cm3/min COF instea
of the 140 cm3/min COF; all other parameters were unchanged
see that the radial temperature distribution shifts about halfwa
tween the two flow rate simulations. This suggests that the
accounts for about half of the change and that convective
transfer by the slurry accounts for the rest in this data set.

Figure 8 shows the calculated and measured mean pad tem
ture increase above ambient at all three flow rates at locations
along with the calculated mean wafer temperature increase. W
from this figure that the calculated and measured mean pad tem
tures agree well. The mean wafer temperature is also predicted
higher than the mean pad temperature, in qualitative agreemen
Ref. 9 and 10. The mean pad and wafer temperature change

the model may also be seen to be linearly correlated, also in agree
s
-
ts
-

e

c-
-

r
.

-
e

-

a-

e
-

e
h

ment with Ref. 9 and 10. More extensive data demonstrating
correlation at other pressures and velocities can be found in R

Conclusions

Through minimal recalibration and addition of a thermal mo
for in situ conditioning, we have applied a model developed
simulation of pad temperatures during oxide polishing to co
polishing. Given the COF, the model correctly provides the
temperature as a function of time and position, including a po
of the thermal oscillation signal caused by the conditioner.
model also gives an estimate of the wafer temperature, sugg
that the rise in wafer temperature may be higher than the obse
rise in pad temperature. The wafer and pad mean temperatur
also found to be linearly correlated, in qualitative agreement
direct measurements on a similar system.
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